
These are a few of my favorite things

Dick Muntz
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But, I promise, no singing



Overview

Some 40 years in performance evaluation
- variety of applications and 

methodologies
- selected some of the more interesting 

(to me anyway)
- will try to recount experiences and 

sometimes lessons learned



Probability plays an important role …

I recently received an email with the subject:
 “A curse on probability at UCLA.”

“A course on probability at UCLA.”



My first real job.  At Bell Labs working on No. 1 ESS, the 
first computerized central office.  Worked on a traffic
generator. (1964-1966)

Princeton (1966-1969) … deterministic scheduling with
Ed Coffman



Before queueing networks were
discovered by performance community

(1964-1971)
Processor scheduling

Round Robin, processor sharing
Feedback queuing
etc.

The new flexibility was that the processor was
very preemptable. Unlike most types of servers
that were common in other areas.



The early days of queueing networks
1963 J.R. Jackson (UCLA)  Networks of exponential queues
1964 Coffman and Krishnamoorthi: finite population models
1965 Allan Scherr: Machine Repairman model of MIT time sharing

system
1967 Gordon and Newell: Closed queueing networks
1971 Moore: (Univ. Mich.) First application of Jackson’s 

results to performance modeling of computer systems
Jeff Buzen (Harvard)  Central server model applied
to modeling multiprogramming systems. Also 

computational algorithms.
SIGMETRICS also created in 1971 (YEA !)



Why was it difficult to work at the
interface of  queueing networks and

computer architecture?

Asymptotic Properties of Closed Queueing Networks
William Gordon and Gordon Newell

Computer Structures:  Readings and Examples
Gordon Bell and Allen Newell

Because you had to be familiar with the following …
and remember who the authors are.



Progression to more general models.

Allan Scherr used machine
repairman model and showed 
good agreement with measured
Performance. CTSS was a simple
swapping system. 1965
(Please do not tell Brian Kernighan
that I have his copy of Scherr’s
dissertation.)  

Buzen used a central server model
Which was a better match for 
multiprogramming and multiple I/O
units. 1971

Moore used the general Jackson
networks. 1971



Why the long latency?
J.R. Jackson results in 1963 (even earlier for simpler results)

Moore’s and Buzen’s application of these results to computer system
modeling did not appear until 1971.  Even allowing several years for the
work and delay in publishing, Jackson’s results were not recognized for at
least five years as being applicable.

Another example:
The classic Simon and Ando paper on decomposition of complex

systems was published in 1961.  Courtois’s first paper applying this result to
queueing network models of computer systems did not appear until 1972.
Again, almost a ten year lag time.

Why the latency?  What might be done about it?
Do we have “stove pipe” disciplines where it is difficult to share information?



The early days of queueing networks
An obvious question:  why is it that some types of queues can be
components in a queueing network and the network has product form?
Several sufficient conditions:
- Local balance (Chandy) 1972, (Chandy, Howard, Towsley) 1977

Flow into a state due to job entering queue i = flow out of a state
due to a job leaving queue i

-M => M property (Muntz) 1973, A queue in isolation, with 
Poisson arrivals, has a Poisson departure process and
past departures are independent of the current state

-quasi-reversibility (Kelly) 1976
M=> M was the point of departure, but explored more completely

Empirically, these provided (equivalent) easy methods of checking if a new
type of queue could be included in a network and maintain product form.



Early 70’s

Might be surprised to learn that the 1975 JACM paper 
that introduced           queueing networks
was written and submitted in 1972.  

- classes of customers, class changes
- service centers: FCFS, LCFS-preemptive, 

Processor Sharing, Inf. Servers, multi-server
- open, closed, and mixed networks

Some very simple but general results in the meantime.
One example: Response Time Law  (1974)

MBCPBCMP



Asymptotic Behavior of Network Models
of Interactive Systems (1974)
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Lesson learned

Do not leave nice results in obscure conferences.



After 1971-1974 the flood came.
Some major mile stones:

Courtois’ application of Simon and Ando Theorems to queueing networks
Operational Analysis (Buzen, Denning)
Arrival Theorem (Lavenberg, Reiser, Sevcik, Mitrani)
MVA (Reiser, Lavenberg)
Lazowska, Zahorjan, Sevcik, Graham … Quantitative System Performance
Many applications and approximation methods.

Lessons learned:

(1)No matter how nice the theory is, the wider impact
comes from being able to apply it widely.

(2)Important problems are exposed in trying to make
bridge the gap to applying the theory.



Switching Gears:
Numerical solution of Markov Models



Numerical solution of Markov Models

- General class of models
- Now there are tools for generating the transition 
matrix from high level descriptions, e.g., 
Tangram II, MARCA, SPN based tools, etc.
- Curse of dimensionality remains an issue
- Approximations, e.g., truncation

-Always an issue:  How to get a handle on error bounds?

- Concentrate here on one approach I find interesting.
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Conditional state probability vector for the states of Q

Is a convex combination of the vectors v   through v

Suppose one has a performance measure expressible as a reward
vector  <R  , R   >
Then the reward rate conditioned on being in S is bounded by
 min { v  R  }  and  max  {v  R  }

Lower bound on unconditional mean reward rate:
      Let P  be a lower bound on the probability of being in states of Q
      Lower bound on unconditional reward rate
               = P ( min{ v  R  } )
There is still the question of bounds on the fraction of time spent in
states of S  .
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Exact Aggregation
Q
11

Each subset of states becomes one state and the transition rates are 
replaced by conditional transition rates.

Generally requires knowing the conditional state probabilities for each 
subset of states to correctly compute the conditional transition rates.

e.g.,         = v  Q

Also have correct value for mean reward rate if the correct conditional 
reward rate is assigned to each aggregate state.
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An application to Fault Tolerance Models
- General problem:  Availability of repairable systems.
- Often a large state space. For example, N
components and any combination can be down      

=> a state space of 2^N.

-Good news is that the stationary state probabilities
are highly skewed toward the states with fewer failed
components … at lease one would hope so.
-One approach:  truncation.  But this does not
provide error bounds.



1. Aggregate states: K failures, K+1 failures, etc.

2. Set availability to 0 in aggregate states.

3. Set yellow transitions to 0 to form
substochastic matrix.

4. For each possible “return state” to the
detailed states (the yellow transitions) lump all
rates to that state and solve.  Choose the
return state that gives minimum availability.

5. Now the detailed states have a single return.

6. Aggregate failure rates are replaced by upper
bounds, repair rates by lower bounds.
Intuitive.  Simple proof.

.

.

Lower bounds

Upper 
bounds

Sequence of transformations that provide 
successive lower bounds on availability.

Detailed
states

Aggregated
states



A rather complex, intricate solution.
What is the contribution?

(1) the class of problems addressed … the
value then is related to the value of a
solution to that class of problems.

- but more, the solution needs to be put in
the hands of those who need it.

- was put in the SAVE system at IBM.
(2) possibly the method itself.  Impact here is

limited to experts in the methodology,
not the application domain



Challenge

Is it possible to capture such methods in tools so
that it is automatically determined what is the 
best method to apply and apply it ?

Variations of this approach work in other cases,
e.g., load balancing.



Another gear switch:

Multimedia storage server



Issues in Storage Data Layout
- Reliability: mean time to data loss
- Nominal performance (no failures)
- Performance in degraded mode (failures)

- support of application workload
- support for repair (rebuild contents of failed unit)

- Redundancy overhead

-Workload types: e.g.,  database, general purpose file
system, multi-media.



RIO: (Random I/O)
A Universal Media Server



Motivation
• Goal:

– Data storage and retrieval for any type of multimedia application
in a multi-user environment (e.g., text, images, audio, video,
etc.)

• Continuous media :
– Audio, video, 3D virtual world applications, etc.
– Continuously retrieved from secondary storage during display.
– Storage system must guarantee data is at the client memory by

the time it is needed for display (real-time data)
– Required new system solutions



RIO (Randomized I/O) Multimedia Storage System

VWDS (Virtual World Data Server)

network

client client client client

Urban simulation
virtual world

Interactive
Scientific Visualization

video video

RIO Storage System
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Multimedia object

Random Data Allocation



Random Allocation and Replication
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Multimedia object
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Randomly chosen data blocks
replicated at other random disk 

Here we will assume 100% replication.



Advantage of Random Allocation

Translate
logical

to 
physical

addresses

Online
routing

Video (CBR)
Video (VBR)

3D interactive

Logical level data requests;
correlated and non-uniform

Physical level requests;
uniformly distributed

• Destroy application access patterns
• All applications look the same at the physical level
(statistically).
• Enables RIO to support heterogeneous applications



Problem with  Random Allocation Alone
Short term load imbalance

Disk queues Disks

random
requests completed

requests

Replication enables load balancing.Replication enables load balancing.
(0% - 100%)(0% - 100%)



RIO: Online load balancing
• Request for a replicated data block is routed to disk with

shortest queue (shortest expected delay)
• Experimental results show significant reduction on tail of

request delay distribution

Delay bound

Delay bound

With replication

No
replication

request delay

pdf



Load balancing multiple servers

1.0

mean
system
time

utilization

Bernoulli
trials

Common queue
server initiated

Shortest queue
routing

Shortest queue of
two randomly 
selected servers



Load balancing with
   random probing.

Earliest work by Eager,
   Lazowska, Zahorjan
(1986)

More recent work by
Azar, et. Al. (1999)

Mitzenmacher (1996)



RIO characteristics
• Support any type or mixture of multimedia  applications

(including interactive/real-time applications )

• Scalable to several hundreds of disks
• Tolerance to disk failure, heterogeneous disks
• Data retrieval with statistical real-time guarantees (guarantees

requests response time is lower than a delay bound with high
probability ;  order of 10-6  prob. of  exceeding delay bound)

• Delay bounds in the order of 100 ms
• Last two items achieved with high disk utilization ( > 90% of

effective disk throughput (req/sec) )



Life beyond the research project

Someone (not us) filed patent filed in April 1998.  
Assignee is Avid Technology. Avid 
builds entertainment industry systems, particularly for
non-linear editing.  Random allocation with random 
replication is used in one of their high end systems
(Avid Unity ISIS -- stands for Infinitely Scalable 
Intelligent Storage).  Interesting question as to 
whether their patent is defendable.

Lesson:  Should have filed a patent application (?)

Currently used in media servers in Brazil as part of a
distance learning project.



Work in progress.
Fly through of 4D (time varying) scientific data.

 Example: interacting galaxies.

Cluster based parallel rendering.
Current system: 60 MB of model data per frame. Minimum 10 frames per second.

600 MB per second.



Comment on interdisciplinary projects

Do not underestimate the effort involved in understanding
the application domain well enough.

Goals and metrics for success are typically quite different
in the application domain versus computer science.

E.g., scientist wants results that advance the science.
You want to work on problems that map to the 
traditional computer science areas (and best
conferences or journals).
Scientist wants a robust, reliable system. You would
be satisfied with a prototype and lose interest when
you feel a solution is understood.
Proper budgeting of enough technical staff can help here

             but then the cost increases.



We have come a long way …
but there are always more challenges.



Performance evaluation future

Performance 
Evaluation
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Sensor nets, Internet,
Multi-core processors,
Grid computing,
Nano-computing,
Multiplayer games,
Autonomics,
P2P, …

Traditional methods,
Machine learning,
Game theory,
Statistics … 
     particularly spatial,
Multi-objective 
     optimization



More important to me than papers or
results, are my students: (they have also

been major contributors to all work)
Johnny Wong …  queueing networks
Danny Menasce … distributed locking, deadlock detection
Edmundo de Souza e Silva … queueing networks, bounds
John C.S. Lui  … numerical bounding methods, disk arrays
Bill Cheng … queueing networks
Leana Golubchik … multimedia storage systems
Jose Renato Santos …  multimedia storage systems



Thank you!


